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[204] Measuring introversion and 'extroversion.-EDNA HEIDBREDER. Jour.
Abn. Soc. Psychol., 1926, xxi, 120.

IN an article by Max Freyd on " Introverts and Extroverts " there is given
a collection of 54 specific traits which are commonly regarded by psychologists
as characteristic of introversion, and the opposites of which may be taken as
indicative of extroversion. This has suggested to the author the possibility
and desirability of submitting some of the questions of introversion and extro-
version to an experimental test. Freyd's list is used as a rating scale and the
question is asked: What information can be gained about introversion and
extroversion by applying this scale to a group of normal individuals as an
instrument of measurement? And also: Do the traits in question actually
distinguish between introverts and extroverts ? From this preliminary study
the results seems to justify the following statements. Introverts and extro-
verts are not distinct types but belong to a single mixed type of which intro-
version and extroversion are the extremes. The central tendency of the group
shows an appreciable deviation towards extroversion according to the scale
used. This fact suggests the importance of discovering the central tendency
of various groups of normal individuals as a means of determining the point
on the scale which best represenits normality. It also suggests that the normal
reaction is not necessarily a perfect balance between introversion and extro-
version, but a tendency in one direction or the other. Individuals tend to rate
themselves as more introverted than their associates judge them to be. On
the basis of a statistical analysis, Freyd's list is justified as an instrument for
distinguishing between introverts and extroverts. C. S. R.
[205] Subject matter and motivation of children's dreams.-RPyrias BLAN.icH D.

Jour. Abn. Soc. Psychol., 1926, xxi, 24.
IN a Child Guidance Clinic 230 children were questioned. concerning their
dreams. Twelve could not remember having had any dreams at all. Two
hundred and eighteen said they had dreamt recently but were unable to describe
them. The rest reported 315 dreams which are here discussed. Dreams of
parents were amongst those most frequently occurring. The death-wish toward
the parent which has been given such a significant place in Freudian psychology
appeared frankly in only four although eight more represented the parents as
" gone away." Otherwise the dreams picture the parents in some pleasant
role. There were several in which dead parents were believed to be alive again.
Next to parents, animals were the most frequent subjects. Lions, tigers, beers,
apes, and snakes were the most popular. It seemed more logical to interilret
these animal dreams in the light of the child's everyday experiences. In many
instances the child was able to trace his dream to some unpleasant experience
with an animal or to vicarious adventure through the films or stories. Forty-one
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dreams were listed under the heading of fear dreams. Other common dream
subjects were play activities, falling, robbers, death, relatives other than
parents, opposite sex, supernatural beings (ghosts, witches, fairies, angels),
riches and fire. The dreams of death showed the- dreamer as being killed or
killing himself, or were concerned with the death of someone else (outside the
family circle). Dreams of the opposite sex varied from those of kissing or
marriage to those of more definitely sexual nature. Only one of the 189
children reporting dreams described any of marked symbolic nature. With
the exception of this one case, the motives assigned to the dreams and dreamers
were those which seemed obvious from the child's own associations or from
the information obtained by the social and psychiatric studies. By far the
largest number were expressions of wishes or fears. Sex did not appear openly
in the motivation to any marked degree. Adler's interpretation of the dream
as a wish fulfilment along lines of compensation for a feeling of inferiority
appeared in the manifest-content of only 1.3 per cent. Those resulting from
mental conflicts were more frequent (9.5 per cent.) Six per cent. were recog-
nized by the children as repetitions of episodes which they had witnessed on the
films or read in books. Probably many others had this origin, the children
simply being unable to recall the connection. From the viewpoint of the
clinician, dreams are of assistance in understanding the child's difficulties,
predicting his behaviour, and bringing to bear upon him influences which may
change his conduct. Sometimes the dream indicates a solution for the child's
mental conflict which proves to be a practical suggestion and can be carried
out successfully. C. S. R.

[206] Character and abnormal psychology.-W. S. TAYLOR. Jour. Abn.
Soc. P8ychol., 1926, xxi, 85.

FROM the psychological point of view, what character is, in terms of mechanisms,
is important. The following broad definition is submitted: We may define
character in terms of degree of ethically effective organization of all the forces
of an individual. In other words, the more ethically approvable the integration
of an individual, the 'better' his character. A suggestible hysteric may have
such a fluid personality that he does not possess any very effective organization.
Organization involves some degree of inhibition. On the other hand, a paranoiac,
or an obsessed person, may have very definite organization of his inner forces:
he may accomplish great things. Yet such organization may not be ethically
effective; it may be directed at unworthy objects, or may be incapable of
adapting to improved methods, or of recognizing that new conditions require
new virtues. To be ethically worthy, an individual's integration must be good
for the life of individuals in a community. The chief function of this definition
is psychologically to distinguish character from temperament, mood, intelligence,
and other aspects of personality. And it is clear that this general conception
of character points directly to many of the specific conceptions of abnormal
psychology, as well as of general psychology, as mechanisms of explanation
and control. C. S. R.
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